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Abstract— WSN (Wireless Sensor network) consitute of 

small sensors and actuator with common reason computing 

parts to cooperatively monitor physical or atmosphere 

situation, for instance pressure, and temperature etc. LEACH 

(Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy) is an energy-

capable hierarchical-depend routing protocol. The initial 

focus on networks lifetime and efficiency of network. past a 

amount of simulations, it was found that outcomes of 

proposed technique gives better result as compare to existing 

technique in our proposed work we utilize particle swarm 

optimization method for quality of service of our networks 

and safe energy. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

WSN [1] is a wirelessy ad hoc networking which incorporates 

countless ease instruments known as sensor nodes or bits. 

Node is the independent unit mainly which includes a battery, 

transceiver, micro-controller and sensors. These sensor nodes 

are tiny useful resource limited devices with the barriers of 

low energy and verbal exchange range and small computation 

and storage capabilities. 

In WSN, LEACH protocol is a greatest energy 

efficient protocol[2]. It helps to decrease the energy 

dissipation and it is a first hierarchical based network routing 

protocol. 

 
Fig. 1: LEACH routing protocol 

LEACH Protocol is the primary protocol of 

hierarchical routings that present data fusion; it is of 

milestone value in clustering routing protocols. WSN slowly 

go into our lives, it is of first-class significance to study on 

LEACH protocol. LEACH also utilisation CDMA so each 

clusters use unlike grouping of CDMA codes, to reducing 

interference among clusters. 

The LEACH procedure is divided in two parts, for 

instance the setup phase and steady-state phase. The real data 

transfer to the BS is taking place in steady state phase while 

CH selection and the clusters are systematized in setup phase. 

 

Working: LEACH is a hierarchical protocol in that 

the majority nodes ship to cluster heads, and the CHs 

aggregate and then compress the information and ahead it to 

the sink (base station). All nodes use a stochastic algorithm 

on all circular to verify whether it will emerge as a CH on this 

circular. LEACH supposes that all nodes has a radio powerful 

sufficient to directly arrive the sink or the nearest cluster 

head, but which using this radio at full Power always would 

waste vigor. 

Nodes which were cluster CHs cannot become CHs 

once more for P rounds, the place P is the preferred percent 

of CHs. On the end of all and each circular, each node that 

isn't a CH opt for the closest CH and joins which cluster. The 

cluster head then makes a schedule for all node in its cluster 

to send its data. 

II. APPLICATION OF WSN 

A. Robustness/Ability To Withstand Rough Environmental 

Conditions: 

For the reason of their shrinking size, their ability to 

communicate through many materials and the possibility to 

wrap the particular nodes in robust cases, WSNs can be 

utilized in a huge variety of environments. They are designed 

to defy harsh weather conditions. That is a reason, they are 

already used for things like jungle fire finding or seismic 

monitoring[3]. 

B. Ability to Cover Wide And Dangerous Areas: 

In many areas, infrastructural issues and economic 

considerations prevent wired networks from being used. For 

example, setting up a wired network on a battlefield would 

obviously be useless. WSNs can fill this gap, for the reason 

of their short infrastructure and their low setup costs. 

C. Self-Organizing: 

With the capability of network finding and multi-hop 

broadcast, WSNs are capable in little amount of time itself, 

when setup. This is interesting, because someone who sets up 

the network by deploying the several nodes does not have to 

be trained. He just needs to switch on the system and the rest 

should be organized by the network itself[4]. 

D. Ability to Master Node Failures: 

WSNs are able to overcome node failures, resulting of 

destroyed or dead nodes, by simply using another routing 

path. If, for example, during war, an enemy destroys a 

surveillance sensor node, this will not effact the all network. 

E. Mobility of Nodes: 

Mobility of nodes has been a large research field in previous 

years. Sensor Nodes, that, for instance, are utilized to track 

vehicles, are permanently relocating. Modern 

WSN architectures and protocols are able to handle 

these areal shifting and to maintain routing[5]. 
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F. Dynamic Network Topology: 

WSNs are able to have a dynamic network topology, which 

means that the topology is variable and determines the 

neighbor relationships to be arranged by the nodes. For 

example, if a cluster head in the topology drops out, another 

sensor can jump in and take the place of the cluster head, 

which guides to a change of the topology. 

III. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION 

PSO is efficient,effective and , essay optimization algorithm. 

It is utilized to explore the find position. It is simply 

implement and it can be applied for both scientific research 

and engineering use. In PSO, a global fitness function is used 

by all the particles in the swarm.  

 
Fig. 2: Particle Swarm Optimization 

In this, No overlapping and changes of computation 

speed is extremely fastly. It calculate the fitness of all atom. 

It occupies the bigger optimization ability and it complete 

easily. Particles in traditional PSO represent the applicant 

explanation to a single optimization problem. [6]. the energy 

consumption and reliability are taken into an account 

topology control is the problem of LEACH protocol. The 

BPSO (binary particle swarm optimization)  method to 

resolve the disjoint group covers (DSC) issues in the WSN. 

The DSC issues is to separate the sensor nodes into dissimilar 

disjoint groups and schedule them to work one through one 

in serial to keep energy while at the equal time meets the 

surveillance need, e.g., the complete coverage objective of 

DSC is to maximal the number of disjoint. PSO depend on 

algorithm that is utilized to place the optimal sink place to the 

nodes to create the network is more energy efficient.  

IV. TYPES OF PSO-CLUSTERING [7]  

In this paper authors present PSO-clustering that have four 

option of PSO: PSO with time varying acceleration constants 

(PSO-TVAC), hierarchical PSO-TVAC (HPSO-TVAC), 

PSO with time varying inertia weight (PSO-TVIW), and PSO 

with supervisor student mode (PSOSSM) for energy aware 

clustering in WSNs. This algorithm is appropriate only when 

all node has fixed Omni-directional transmission range, the 

sensor field should be mapped into nodes are randomly 

distributed and  two-Dimensional space. past deployment of 

the nodes, the nodes are static and the positions of the nodes 

are known to the sink station. The base station runs the 

clustering algorithm and updates nodes about their cluster-

head and all nodes should have same transmission ranges and 

hardware configurations.  

1) PSO-C: Centralized-PSO [8] Authors present 

centralized-PSO algorithms, that is the nodes that have 

energy up average energy resource are chosen since the 

CH. In this authors also balance this algorithm with 

LEACH protocol and with LEACH-C. Simulation 

results demonstrate which PSO outperform to LEACH 

and LEACH-C in term of network life time and 

throughput etc. It also outperforms GA and K-means 

based clustering algorithms. 

2) MST-PSO: MST-PSO(Minimum Spanning Tree-PSO) 

[9] Authors present a MST-PSO depend clustering 

algorithm with the weighted graph of the WSNs. The 

optimized route amid the nodes and its CH  is find from 

the complete optimal tree on the base of energy 

consumption. Election of CH is dependent the energy 

which is available to nodes and Euclidean distance to its 

nearest node in the optimal tree. Others have conclusion 

which network life time doesn’t based on the sink 

residual or locality energy of the node. A topology 

determined to the life time network becomes 

approximately put in. Author‟s shows two method for 

better lifetime network: diminish the startup energy 

consumption of the sender and receiver, and optimized 

the network topology.  

3) Distributed PSO[10] PSO manage algorithm endeavor to 

reduce radio power while make sure connectivity of the 

network In this paper, the author presents a meaningful 

metric for a sensor network topology which includes a 

concept of hidden nodes and asymmetric links. It 

diminishes the number of hidden nodes and asymmetric 

links at the time of rising the transfer power of a subset 

of the nodes may, in fact, rising the advantage of the 

sensor network. Author explores a distributed 

evolutionary method to optimize this latest metric. 

Author generates topologies with fewer hidden nodes 

and asymmetric links than a comparable algorithm and 

presents some result. 

V. OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES FOR ROUTING IN WSN: 

The specific characteristic of WSN as well as their restriction 

have prompted necessity for particular desires to routing 

protocols. When evaluate to MANET routing protocol, 

algorithms in WSN usually realize the following 

specifications:  

 Attribute-based, Sink sends waits for reply from sensors 

located as well as queries to assured regions in it area in 

these algorithms. Attribute-value system, queries notify 

about necessary Sensor 2009, 9 8403 information. The 

variety of attributes based on application. Most 

significant feature of these systems is that content of data 

messages is analyzed in each hop to make choices about 

routing. 

 Energy Efficiency Multiple routes may communicate the 

base node and a node. The goal of vigor-aware algorithm 

is to choice those routes that are predictable to create the 

most of network lifetime. Routes of nodes by greater 

vigor sources are chosen.  

 Data Aggregation Data collected are derivative from 

mutual phenomena thus devices in a near area generally 

share like info in sensors. A way to decrease vigor 
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ingestion is data aggregation. Aggregation comprises of 

suppressing redundancy in dissimilar data messages. 

Suppression include some signal processing method that  

is called data fusion. 

 Addressing Scheme WSN is formed by important many 

nodes thus guide assignation of exclusive identifier is 

infeasible. Use of GPS coordinates or MAC address isn’t 

recommended as this introduces important payload. 

However, network wide single addresses aren’t desired 

to identify endpoint node of a specific packet in WSN. 

Attribute-depending addressing fits superior with 

specificities of WSN in fact. Attribute for example node 

location along with sensor kind is accustomed identify 

final destination in it case. Concerning these identifiers, 

2 dissimilar approached have been proposed. Firstly, the 

ID reuse scheme allows identifiers to be repeated in 

network but keeping their uniqueness in close areas. A 

node identifier is sole in a k-hop nearest, being k a 

parameter to configure in it means. Conversely, Field-

wide unique ID systems guarantee that identifiers are 

single in entire application. With it assumption, further 

protocols for example routing, MAC or network 

configurations can be simultaneously used. 

 Location-based when it method is used, a node decides 

transmission route according to localization of positions 

and the final endpoint of some extra nodes in network.  

 In multipath Communication, nodes usage many paths 

from source to end in network. As multipath 

communications are proposed to improve the 

consistency and presentation of the network, these paths 

must not share any link. Multipath communications may 

be complete in two ways Firstly, first is recognized as 

active communication routing while the other paths are 

stored for future need, i.e. when the current active path is 

broken. Conversely, this is also likely to distribute the 

traffic among the multiple paths.  

 QOS network application and its functionalities prompt 

must for ensuring a QoS (Quality of Service) within data 

exchange. In particular, delay bounded, temporary 

precision and effective sample rate are often needed. 

Satisfying them isn’t likely for each the routing protocols 

as the demands may be opposite to the protocol 

principles. For example, Routing protocol might be 

planned to extend network generation while an 

application may demand an effective sample rate which 

forces periodic transmissions and, in turn, episodic 

energy consumptions. In Figure 1 show the relations of 

QoS in addition to its dependency to routing protocol aim 

as well as to routing protocol plan [11]. 

VI. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Ahmed and Fisal [12] proposed a quadrant relies directional 

forwarding scheme, called Real-time Load Balance 

Distribution protocol (RTLD), which limits the forward task 

to a quadrant of the forwarding nodes. However, redundant 

transmission in a selection of quadrant can happen and some 

quadrants could be utilized more than others, reliant on 

location of source. 

  Jinnan et al. [13] presented heuristic routing scheme 

to solve problematic of uneven energy consumption around 

energy hole in GRPs. It system can’t be generalized to 

achieve load balance in the entire network.  

Charilaos E.et. al [14] presented a solution to 

difficult of condensing a traffic load around BS (sink) by 

adjusting the transmission influences of node to by-pass these 

vulnerable nodes around sinks, and transmitting directly to 

sink with certain probability. Although using a larger 

transmission power is extra vigor expensive, it helps 

extending lifetime of network.  

Petrioliet. al [15] presented distributed GRP and 

ALBA-R localized for balancing traffic load on nodes which 

are located around energy holes so that those nodes do not run 

out of vigor too quick. In our case, GTEB can detect the 

energy whole problem areas in addition to do forward any 

traffic toward such areas.  

Chiparaet. al [16], suggested real-time power aware 

routing protocol (RPAR) to find balance between end-to-end 

delay as well as vigor ingestion using transmission power 

adjustment. RPAR is compared to suggested protocol in this 

dissertation. 

Sandra Sendra et.al In this work, author propose a 

study of power preserve and energy optimization method for 

WSN which enhances the ones in introduces and existence 

the reader to the most well known available methods that can 

be used to save energy. They are study from various points of 

view: transmission, MAC, Device hardware,  and routing 

protocols [17].  

K.SyedAliFathima et.al (2014) In this paper, author 

uses the best energy efficient protocol is LEACH to decrease 

the energy consumption and it can extend the lifetime of 

WSN. Clustering techniques can be used to communicate 

with clusterhead and base station. If sink stationis far off from 

the CH, energy consumption will be raise and it can decrease 

the lifetime of WSN. To overcome these, Particle swarm 

Optimization methods is implemented with this protocol in 

serial to attain highest lifetime of WSN. PSO is utilized to 

extend the scalable and energy efficiency. It is easy to 

implement and the change calculation speed is extremely 

quickly [18]. 

VII. PROPOSED WORK 

Wireless sensor area is one of the most growing of research 

there are lots of application of WSN which is used in our daily 

life. Energy and security is one of most concerning area of 

WSN in our work we focus on energy of WSN. 

  In existing work we first find the location of nodes 

with help of time difference arrival but finding location 

before sending data is time consuming and take extra energy, 

after that they send data using multipath that is also a energy 

consuming process , whole existing technique focus on 

energy, but energy of nodes decrease for finding location or 

sending data. 

Overcome this problem we give new optimization 

based technique by which we get optimized result, in our 

work we apply particle swarm optimization for selecting 

cluster head or routing, for selecting cluster head  random 

population generated and this random population find a node 

which have highest density or energy on the basis of this CH 

choice done. In second phase random population search 

shortest path from cluster to cluster head. 

Proposed Algorithm: 

Step 1: initialize() 

Step 2: random population generated()  
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Step 3: if(density is high || energy is high) {Cluster head select 

} 

Step 4: random population    // for routing 

Step5: find shortest path   // on the basis of min hopcount 

Step 6: send data on the basis of shortest path 

Step7: data recive 

Step 8: exit. 

VIII. RESULT ANALYSIS 

1) Packet delivery ratio: Packets are sent to the receiver and 

rearrange into the original part of data. The time which 

these packets take to obtain from one source to another 

is called latency. But, digital transmission lines can 

manage only several packets at once time, they 

sometimes begin to be overloaded. This means it takes 

packets longer to get to their destination, called packet 

delays. 

Packet delivery time = Transmission time + 

Propagation delay/100 

 
Fig. 3: 

2) Throughput: Throughput also called that how much data 

can be sending from one path to another path in a given 

amount of time. It is utilized to calculate the performance 

of ram and hard drive. 

Throughtput ≤RWin/RTT 

 
Fig. 4: 

3) Delay: Refers to the time and takes the time for packet to 

be sent and across a network from source to destination. 

It is used in round trip time (RTT) and Ip network 

monitoring. 

dend-end= N[ dtrans+dprop+dproc+dqueue] 

 
Fig. 5: 

IX. CONCLUSION 

WSNs are an emerging technology, awaking the interest from 

the scientific community because of the challenges it presents 

and the opportunities that come out from its initial state. From 

experimental result we conclude that our proposed work 

perform  better in compare to existing work i.e packet 

delivery ratio, throughput and end to end delay. Our proposed 

method work on optimization so that by help of optimization 

we get better result in WSN. This approach also performs 

security option because all time CH choice and making route 

is based on optimization. In future work we apply any greedy 

based optimization technique for better result. 
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